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ABSTRACT

On the morning of 23 June 2016, a 0.70-mmeteotsunami was observed in the English Channel between the

United Kingdom and France. This wave was measured by several tide gauges and coincided with a heavily

precipitating convective system producing 10m s21 wind speeds at the 10-m level and 1–2.5-hPa surface

pressure anomalies. A combination of precipitation rate cross correlations and NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis

1 data showed that the convective systemmoved northeastward at 196 2m s21. To model the meteotsunami,

the finite element model Telemac was forced with an ensemble of prescribed pressure forcings, covering

observational uncertainty. Ensembles simulated the observed wave period and arrival times within minutes

and wave heights within tens of centimeters. A directly forced wave and a secondary coastal wave were

simulated, and these amplified as they propagated. Proudman resonance was responsible for the wave am-

plification, and the coastal wave resulted from strong refraction of the primary wave. The main generating

mechanism was the atmospheric pressure anomaly with wind stress playing a secondary role, increasing the

first wave peak by 16% on average. Certain tidal conditions reduced modeled wave heights by up to 56%, by

shifting the location where Proudman resonance occurred. This shift was mainly from tidal currents rather

than tidal elevation directly affecting shallow-water wave speed. An improved understanding of meteotsu-

nami return periods and generation mechanisms would be aided by tide gauge measurements sampled at less

than 15-min intervals.

1. Introduction

On the morning of 23 June 2016, a 0.70-m-high,

35-min-period wave coinciding with convective storms was

observed in the English Channel (Fig. 1). This study shows

this wave to be a meteorologically generated tsunami, also

known as a meteotsunami.

Meteotsunamis are atmospherically generated shallow-

water waves in the tsunami frequency band, with periods

between2minand2h (Monserrat et al. 2006).Meteotsunami

wave heights are on the order of 0.1–1m (Monserrat et al.

2006). Meteotsunamis have sporadically occurred in water

bodies on every continent (except Antarctica, where there

is absence of evidence). In specific locations, such as Naga-

saki Bay in Japan (Hibiya and Kajiura 1982), Ciutadella

Harbor in Menorca (Rabinovich and Monserrat 1998), or

Split in Croatia (�Sepić et al. 2012), meteotsunamis repeat-

edly occur and can reach up to 6m. They are also

recurrent in the Laurentian Great Lakes (Bechle et al.

2016), where strong rip currents are particularly dangerous

(Anderson et al. 2015; Linares and Bechle 2018). They

have caused substantial economic losses; for example, a

6-m meteotsunami produced $7 million of damages in
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Vela Luka Bay in 1978 (Vu�cetić et al. 2009). Furthermore,

they may cause injury (Sibley et al. 2016) and sometimes

fatalities (Monserrat et al. 2006; Linares and Bechle 2018).

In the United Kingdom, there have been recorded

meteotsunamis along the south coast in 2011 (Tappin et al.

2013) and along the east coast in 2008 and 2015 (Sibley

et al. 2016). Although they are seldom reported, damage

to boats has been associated with possible meteotsunamis

(Haslett et al. 2009). Also, in 2015, a confirmed me-

teotsunami in Scotland was related to at least one serious

injury (Sibley et al. 2016), and, in 1929, a suspected me-

teotsunamiwas related to twodeaths along theU.K. southern

coastline (Haslett et al. 2009). In 2017, a large tsunami-

like wave was noticed at high tide in the Netherlands and

was reported by televised weather reports as a me-

teotsunami generated by a passing convective system.

However, understanding meteotsunami generation

around the United Kingdom, and in wider European

seas, remains poor because these reports lack quantitative

generation mechanism explanations. To date, there is no

study in this region that relates the observed waves to their

meteorological initiation and amplification. That is the

motivation for this work. We use combined observations

and numerical modeling to quantitatively understand the

generation mechanisms, the relative role of atmospheric

pressure and wind stress, and the wave amplification.

Meteotsunamis are initiated by pressure andwind stress

from moving atmospheric weather systems (Monserrat

et al. 2006). Typically, meteotsunami-generating atmo-

spheric systems are hundreds of kilometers in scale and

last a few hours—they are mesoscale systems. Since the

atmospheric pressure perturbations (;61hPa) and 10-m

wind speeds (;10ms21) in mesoscale systems typically

produce centimeter-scale sea surface perturbations,

amplification mechanisms are required for large me-

teotsunamis (Monserrat et al. 2006). This requirement

FIG. 1. English Channel bathymetry (Ioc 2008) in filled contours from shallow (light blue) to deep (dark blue). The color saturates when

bathymetry is deeper than 80m. The black, hatched area is the still water level regionwhere 0.9#Fr# 1.1. The area bounded bywhite lines is

the equivalent region with 20.5-m tidal elevation and 21m s21 current approximations. Tide gauges locations have bold typeface, atmo-

spheric stations have italic typeface, and locations with both tide gauges and atmospheric stations have italic bold typeface. The locations are

Newhaven (NH), Le Havre (LH), Dieppe (DP), Le Touquet (LT), Boulogne (BL), Dunkirt (DK), Rouen Boos (RB), Evreux Huest (EH),

Beauvais Tille (BT), Roissy (RO), Creil (CR), Pointoise (PT), Amiens Glisy (AG), Abbeville (AB), Meaulte (ME), Merville (MV), Calais

(CL), Paluel (1), Penly (2), Gravelines (3), Dungeness B (4), and Greenwich Lightship buoy (BUOY). A 100-km scale is given. The model

open boundaries are shown as thin black lines. Land is shaded gray. Thick black lines are coastlines from the Basemap Python package.
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for wave amplification makes meteotsunamis different

from storm surges, which are generated over larger time

and space scales by cyclones with deep pressure lows

(.50hPa lower than background pressure) and strong

10-m wind speeds (.20ms21).

Amplification up to an order of magnitude can be

provided by resonance between the meteotsunami and

atmospheric forcing (external resonance) (Monserrat

et al. 2006). Greenspan resonance and Proudman reso-

nance are two candidate external resonances. Greenspan

resonance occurs when the atmospheric forcing speed

along the coastline is the same as a coastally trapped edge

wave (Greenspan 1956), whereas Proudman resonance

occurs when the atmospheric forcing speed is the same

as the shallow-water wave speed (Proudman 1929).

Numerical models have provided evidence supporting

Greenspan resonance in the Great Lakes (Ewing et al.

1954; Anderson et al. 2015) and Proudman resonance in

Adriatic (�Sepić et al. 2015), Balearic (Li�cer et al. 2017), and

East China Sea (Hibiya and Kajiura 1982). Frère et al.

(2014) and Tappin et al. (2013) have suggested that

Proudman resonance was responsible for observed me-

teotsunamis around the United Kingdom, but this has

never been demonstrated through numerical modeling, as

we do here.

Acquiring evidence for meteotsunami mechanisms

away from coastal tide gauges is difficult but can be

achieved with a dense oceanographic observational net-

work (Sheremet et al. 2016); unfortunately, no such net-

work is in the English Channel. Therefore, we use

numerical models for evidence of external resonance. Our

approach is to prescribe an analytic atmospheric forcing,

guided by observations, to force a hydrodynamic ocean

model. We refer to this as a synthetic model, following

Li�cer et al. (2017). There are two advantages to synthetic

models over models forced by numerical weather pre-

diction output (NWP models), despite NWP models’ ca-

pability for more detailed forcing. First, synthetic models

are simpler than NWP models and simulate comparable

wave heights and arrival times (Anderson et al. 2015).

Second, synthetic models allow full control in sensitivity

studies when investigating the relative importance of

generation mechanisms such as wind stress and pressure

disturbances (Bechle and Wu 2014; Anderson et al. 2015;
�Sepić et al. 2015). For instance, in Lake Erie, wind stress

accounts for 30%–60% of wave height (Anderson et al.

2015), whereas in the Adriatic, pressure accounts for 90%

of wave height (�Sepić et al. 2015).

Meteotsunamis may undergo further amplification

when approaching coastlines. Basin bathymetry and the

coastline shape (referred to in combination as ‘‘geo-

morphology’’) amplify meteotsunamis through refraction

and shoaling (Levin and Nosov 2009, 311–345). Simple

calculations (Green’s law) suggest that geomorphology in

the English Channel amplifies waves by less than an order

of magnitude. In this study, we examine amplification

due to both external resonance and geomorphology. Be-

cause the English Channel is macrotidal (.4-m tidal

range), we also consider the sensitivity of meteotsunami

growth to tides. In SouthKorea, anothermacrotidal basin,

modeled wave heights change by up to 11% from tidal

elevation affecting Proudman resonance and change by

9% from tidal currents causing refraction (Choi et al.

2014). Therefore, tidesmay affect wave growth asmuch as

atmospheric forcing.

This paper presents the observations of the 23 June

2016 meteotsunami in the English Channel and shows,

with the help of a prescribed analytic atmospheric

forcing, the relative importance of the pressure field

versus the wind field, external resonance in the me-

teotsunami generation, the sensitivity in simulations of

external resonance to observational uncertainties, and

the sensitivity of wave heights to tides. Progress toward

operational hazard warning systems for meteotsuna-

mis, as is being worked on in the Adriatic (Vilibić et al.

2016), requires improved regional understanding of

meteotsunami generation. We present and analyze

oceanographic and atmospheric observations in section

2 and then present numerical modeling in section 3.

Section 4 concludes and gives recommendations for

future work.

2. Observations

a. Sea surface observations

The tide gauge locations are shown in Fig. 1, and

23 June 2016 water-level time series are shown in Fig. 2.

The tidal records show that the English Channel is

macrotidal, with tidal ranges of 7–8m near France and

5m near the United Kingdom. The sea level signal was

high-pass filtered to isolate the high-frequency distur-

bances. After removing periods greater than 2h, the

largest residual wave height (from peak to trough; red

boxes in Fig. 2) measured at Boulogne, France, was

0.78m and at Dieppe, France, was 0.42m (BL and DP

in Fig. 1). No significant residual was measured at Le

Havre, France (LH; Fig. 1). Data were missing from

0527–0534 UTC each day at French tide gauge stations

(Fig. 2) and 0048–0149 UTC at Le Havre, but this did

not impede analysis of wave characteristics.

The 1-min sampled French radar tide gauges also

showed that the dominant period of this perturbation

was 30–35min (Fig. 2), within accepted tsunami-period

limits (Monserrat et al. 2006). This dominant tsunami

signal, isolated with a 10–60-min-period bandpass filter,
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had similar wave heights to the nontidal sea level

residual—0.70m at Boulogne and 0.43m at Dieppe.

We took these values as representative wave heights

and were deemed large enough to be a meteotsunami

(Monserrat et al. 2006). We defined the arrival time as

the time at which the residual water level was half of the

first peak (which may not be the maximum residual

water level) and directly preceded the first peak. The

arrival times were 0447UTC at Boulogne and 0358UTC

at Dieppe, near midtide in France (Fig. 2). The Newhaven,

United Kingdom, tide gauge (NH; Fig. 1) suggested

that a 0.26-m high wave arrived later, at 0608 6
0007 UTC. However, owing to the 15-min data at

Newhaven, there was high uncertainty in wave height

and arrival time at this location.

b. Atmospheric observations

Convective storms and heavy precipitation were

reported across western Europe between 22 and 23 June

2016. Figures 3a–c shows 1-km gridded composite radar-

derived precipitation rates over the English Channel

at 0220, 0320, and 0440 UTC, respectively. A small

stratiform-trailing convective storm was embedded in

light precipitation (,5mmh21), moving northeastward

over the English Channel.

In the following section, the atmospheric properties of

this convective system are quantified, and its potential

for meteotsunami generation is analyzed. The important

atmospheric properties for wave initiation are wind

stress and pressure perturbation amplitude.

1) PRESSURE PERTURBATIONS AND WIND STRESS

To analyze the convective system pressure perturba-

tions, the total measured pressure was high-pass filtered.

Figure 4a shows that the maximum pressure perturba-

tions were generally within61.5 hPa. As the convective

system progressed northeastward (cf. Fig. 4 and Fig. 3),

the high pressure anomaly (mesohigh) strengthened,

with low pressure anomalies (mesolows) forming ahead

of (presquall low) and behind (wake low) the mesohigh.

The pressure anomalies farther inland, between Evreux-

Huest, Pointoise-Aero, Creil, Roissy, Beauvais-Tille,

Amieres Glisy, Meaulte, and Merville-Calonne (see lo-

cations at Fig. 1) France, also show a presquall low and

mesohigh progressing northeastward. Figure 3d shows

the interpretation of the convective system at 0320UTC,

guided by the low–high–low pressure pattern described

in Markowski and Richardson (2011).

Figure 4b shows that at Le Touquet, Boulogne, and

Calais, France, moderate winds were measured between

the presquall low and the mesohigh, interpreted as the

gust front. At Le Touquet and Dunkirk, France, there

were also peak winds between the wake low and meso-

high. At Le Touquet, the maximum 10-m wind speed

measured prior to themesohighwas 8ms21 and reached a

maximum of 10ms21 after the mesohigh. The Greenwich

Lightship buoy (BUOY in Fig. 1) also showed a11.3-hPa

high pressure anomaly and 11ms21 14-m wind speeds

between 0300 and 0400 UTC (sampled once per hour),

broadly agreeing with in situ land station observations.

FIG. 2. (left) Tide gauge raw data. (right) High-pass filtered tide gauge observations (,2 h periods) at (a),(b) BL, (c),(d) DP, (e),(f) LH, and

(g),(h) NH. The red box indicates meteotsunami arrival. Black dashed lines highlight missing data between 0527 and 0534 UTC inclusive.
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2) CONVECTIVE SYSTEM VELOCITY

By assuming equilibrium between hydrostatic and at-

mospheric forces (e.g., inverted barometer), calculations

suggest that this atmospheric forcing would have only

produced a 0.04m high wave. Therefore, if the observed

wave (0.70m)were produced by this convective system, it

would have needed amplification mechanisms. This may

have happened if the speed of the atmospheric system

moved at resonant speed. To determine whether external

resonance could have occurred, first we calculated the

speed of the convective system using two-dimensional

cross correlation of radar-derived precipitation.

Two-dimensional cross correlation has been previously

used to estimate meteotsunami forcing velocity with sat-

ellite images of cloud tops (Belu�sić and Mahović 2009)

and radar reflectivity (Wertman et al. 2014). Here, cross

correlation was used on the radar-derived precipitation

fields, which should have provided more representative

velocities compared to cloud tops. We took the displace-

ment required for the maximum cross correlation to cal-

culate the velocity of the convective system between time

steps. Following Wertman et al. (2014), multiple time

steps were used (5, 10, 15, 20, and 30min) between 0200

and 0400 UTC. However, precautions were taken to re-

move effects of individual cells. Here, a binary signal

FIG. 3. Composite radar derived precipitation rates (mmh21) are shown for (a) 0220, (b) 0320, and (c) 0440UTC 23

Jun 2016 in the English Channel (Met Office 2003). Thin black lines indicate where the Froude number is 0.9 and 1.1

with GEBCO 2014 bathymetry and a 19m s21 atmospheric system speed. The thick, dotted line is the calculated

maximumhorizontal extent of the convective system. Three gust fronts are indicated.Gust front 1 is long-dashed, gust

front 2 is dot–dashed, and gust front 3 is dotted. (d) The interpretation is shown. Yellow circles indicate a decaying cell,

and red circles indicate a strengthening cell. The arrowheads indicate the direction these cells moved between 0315

and0325UTC.The gust fronts are shown in cyan.Locations of atmospheric stations atLH,DP, LT, andBLare shown.

A 100-km scale is given. Land is shaded gray. Thick black lines are coastlines from the Basemap Python package.
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was created, equaling 1 when the precipitation rate was

greater than a rain-rate threshold and 0 when the rate was

less than the threshold. A range of time steps and thresh-

olds on the two-dimensional cross correlation allowed

analysis of convective system velocity to chosen parame-

ters and the best range of parameters to be chosen.

When calculating convective system velocity, we as-

sumed straight line motion. With 10-min time steps and a

15mmh21 threshold, the convective system velocity was

estimated as 196 2ms21 (all errors here given to 1s) at a

bearing of 358 6 38. The speed decreased with larger time

steps, from 206 2ms21 at 5min time steps to 186 1ms21

at 20-min time steps. The system’s direction of movement

was more poorly defined, changing from 218 6 48 (more

northward) to 478 6 88 (more eastward) between 5- and

20-min time steps. Nevertheless, the speed remained con-

sistently between 17 and 22ms21.

The cross-correlation results were related to the move-

ment of the whole convective system and individual storm

cells. Figure 3 shows that three individual gust fronts were

identified as the convective system propagated. We iden-

tified the gust front as the leading edge of precipitation,

which coincided with higher 10-m wind observations. New

gust fronts were identified when a new line of cells were

generated ahead of, and disconnected from, previous gust

fronts. A gust front that generated new convective cells

was a form of discrete propagation and produced

unreasonably large velocities at certain time steps, which

were subsequently removed. More northward velocities

were produced at shorter time steps and higher thresholds

and explained by storm cell motion that was more north-

ward than the convective systemmotion (Fig. 3d). Thiswas

because individual cells were shorter-lived and produced

more intense precipitation than the convective system.

Multiple analyses of convective system components were

necessary to correctly interpret cross-correlation velocities.

To check that the two-dimensional cross-correlation

velocity estimates were reasonable, the average 500-hPa

wind velocity from NCEP–NCARReanalysis 1 (Kalnay

et al. 1996) was calculated within 2.58W–2.58E, 47.58–
52.58N at 0600 UTC. The 500-hPa wind speed is corre-

lated to meteotsunami generation (Vilibić and �Sepić

2017), and the speed of convective systems are often

near the midtropospheric wind speed (Markowski and

Richardson 2011). The reanalysis data showed 22 6
2ms21 and northeastward (408 6 18) wind velocities.

Taking into account both the longer, 20-min time-step

cross-correlation analysis at 15mmh21 cut-offs and the

NCEP reanalysis wind speed, the system velocity was

about 19m s21 at a bearing of 458.

c. Analysis of observations

Given a forcing speed, possible external resonance

mechanisms were examined. When the Froude number

(Fr; atmospheric forcing speed divided by wave speed)

was between 0.9 and 1.1, we considered that external

FIG. 4. High-pass-filtered atmospheric observations at Dieppe (purple), Le Touquet (red),

Boulogne (cyan), Calais (green), and Dunkirk (blue). (a) The 2-h cutoff high-pass-filtered air

pressure time series. (b) Average 10-m wind speed over 10-min windows. Pressure and wind

speed sampled once per minute.
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resonance was possible (Vilibić 2008). We used the edge

wave speed cedge to determine the Greenspan resonance

possibility (Greenspan 1956). The edge wave speed of a

tsunami-period wave on a constant slope is

c
edge

5
gT

wave

2p
tan[b(2n1 1)] , (1)

where g is gravitational acceleration (9.81ms22), Twave is

wave period, b is bathymetric slope, and n is edge wave

mode (corresponding to the number of times the trapped

edge wave crosses the still water level in the cross-

propagation direction).

Taking transects from near Dieppe across the chan-

nel, the bathymetry was approximated by two slopes.

The first slope was steeper, decreasing by 21m between

0 and 6km from the coastline (b’ 0:0035). The second

slope was shallower, decreasing by 20m between 6 and

60km from the coastline (b’ 0:0004). This change in

gradient is evident when comparing the 20- and 40-m

contours near Dieppe (Fig. 1). From Eq. (1) and the

observed wave period, the edge wave speed was

1.3m s21 on the shallow slope and 11.6m s21 on the

steep slope. These edge wave speeds were more than

10% slower than the alongshore forcing speed, meaning

that Greenspan resonance was not possible.

Next, we investigated Proudman resonance. Proudman

resonance occurs when the atmospheric system speedU is

near the shallow-water wave speed c (Proudman 1929).

The shallow-water wave speed is proportional to water

depth H and is given by

c5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH

p
. (2)

Using a forcing speed of U 5 19ms21 and depths at

mean sea level (Fig. 1), a Froude number between 0.9

and 1.1 was calculated in the location of the pre-

cipitation at 0320 UTC (Fig. 3). Therefore, Proudman

resonance was possible. This result was also retained

when accounting for tides. Assuming that the shallow-

water wave speed changes with tidal elevation HT and

ocean currents in the wave propagation direction VT

(Choi et al. 2014), the shallow-water wave speed is

approximately

c’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g(H1H

T
)

q
1V

T
. (3)

Including tidal elevation and current estimates (HT 5
20.5m;VT521ms21) showed that Proudman resonance

was possible, but the Proudman resonant region would

have moved away from the coastline (cf. regions in Fig. 1).

We then analyzed expected wave growth under Proudman

resonance. Churchill et al. (1995) derive the following re-

lationship for a linear shallow-water wave h, trapped

underneath a constant amplitude, moving forcing assuming

one-dimensional, frictionless propagation without plane-

tary rotation:

h5
x

2rg

�
2
›p

›x
1

t
s

H
Pr

�
, (4)

where x is distance in the propagation direction, r is

water density,p is atmospheric pressure, ts is surfacewind

stress, andHPr is the depth atwhich Fr is 1. If a sea surface

perturbation were amplified by Proudman resonance, it

would have grown linearlywith distance and been a linear

combination of the pressure and wind stress forcing.

Simply, the sea surface perturbation would have been the

combined pressure induced perturbation hp and wind

stress–induced perturbation ht:

h5h
p
1h

t
. (5)

For a pressure field approximated by an advecting si-

nusoid, with maximum pressure change Dp and wave-

length l, the maximum pressure induced perturbation is

h
p
5p

Dp

rg

x

l
, (6)

and using approximations from observations, a 40-km

wavelength, and 200-Pa pressure perturbation would

have produced a wave height of 0.31m after moving

200 km across the English Channel toward Boulogne.

To calculate the wave induced by wind stress, wind

stress was parameterized as raCaU
2
10 [ra is air density

(1 kgm23), Ca is the drag coefficient of air on the water

surface, and U10 is the 10-m wind speed]. The pertur-

bation ht was then approximated by

h
t
’

1

2

r
a
C

a
U2

10

rg

x

H
Pr

. (7)

Inputting a 10ms21 10-m wind speed, a drag coefficient

of 0.0012 (Large and Pond 1981), and 37-m resonant

water depth, then ht was about 0.03m. If the wind stress

and pressure components of the wave constructively inter-

fered, then the maximum wave height after Proudman

resonance would have been 0.34m.

The maximum wave height at Boulogne was 0.70m,

meaning that 2.1 times more amplification would have

been required. From the conservation of wave energy

flux, waves grow when moving into shallower water

as describedbyGreen’s law (Pugh andWoodworth 2014):

h
1

h
0

}

�
H

0

H
1

�1/4

. (8)
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Awavewith original wave heighth0 5 0:34m, whichwas

generated in depth H0 5 HPr 5 37m, and shoaled to

depth H1 5 5m (approximate water depth at Boulogne

inFig. 2), would have a resultant wave heighth1 5 0:56m.

The wave height may have then further amplified

through refraction, but this is difficult to quantify with-

out numerical modeling.

This analysis has provided some evidence toward the

generation mechanisms of the observed wave. It has

suggested that atmospheric pressure was the primary

forcing (91%) and wind stress was secondary (9%), ex-

ternal resonance occurred through Proudman resonance,

and shoaling produced further amplification. However,

idealized analysis has only partly explained wave heights

at Boulogne, rather than provide a deeper understanding

of the link between generation mechanisms and the ob-

served meteotsunami. Numerical models could provide

this understanding, alongside stronger evidence for wave

growth through Proudman resonance, and quantify wave

height sensitivity to atmospheric forcing and tides.

3. Modeling

a. Telemac

We used the finite-element ocean model Telemac

(Hervouet 2000) to model the wave, which solved the

two-dimensional nonlinear shallow-water momentum

and continuity equations. Here they are given in two-

dimensional vector form:

›u

›t
1 u � =u1 f3 u52g=h2

1

r
=p2

g

C2

juju
H1h

1C
a

r
a

r

jU
10
jU

10

H1h
1A

h
=2u , and

(9)

›h

›t
1= � [u(H1h)]5 0, (10)

where u is the depth-averaged horizontal velocity vec-

tor, = is the horizontal gradient vector, t is time, C is the

Chézy coefficient (60m1/2 s21), Ah is the eddy viscosity

(150m2 s21), and f is the Coriolis parameter, directed

vertically upward. With wind in the model, U10 is the

10-m wind vector.

Equations (9) and (10) were solved on a multiscale

triangular mesh, generated with Blue Kenue (Canadian

Hydraulics Centre 2016), using 30-arc-s bathymetry from

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO)

2014 (IOC et al. 2003). The mesh node spacing was

500m in the eastern English Channel. For all nontidal

models, we used 2-s, fully implicit time stepping, and

simulations ran for at least 22 000 s (6.1 h).

b. Atmospheric forcing

The atmospheric pressure p was prescribed by an ana-

lytical forcing function:

p5

�
p
t

tanhc1 1

2
cosf1 p

b
, if 2

3p

2
#f#

3p

2
;

p
b
, otherwise.

(11)

The bounds of the argument f5 k � x2vt describe a

low–high–low pressure pattern, where k is the wave-

number vector, and x is the position vector. The v is

angular frequency, where v5 2p/T and T is the forcing

period. The maximum pressure perturbation pt was

prescribed on a 1013-hPa background pressure pb.

The geographical extent of the forcing was also pa-

rameterized, because the convective systemdid not extend

to the United Kingdom and could not be completely de-

termined from the observations. The end of the convective

systemwas determined as the last 20mmh21 precipitation

rate along the cross-propagation axis at multiple time

steps. A linear regression through the end points was used

as the extent of the modeled pressure anomaly (thick

dashed line in Fig. 3). In Eq. (11), this was given by

c5a(F2 0:386L2 50:498N), where F 5 latitude, L 5
longitude, and a5 1/4000m21.

The pressure perturbations were modeled using the

best estimates provided by the observations, and ensem-

bles were used to account for observational uncertainties.

To create the ensemble, we varied four characteristics:

forcing speedU (17–22ms21, 1ms21 increments), forcing

direction as a clockwise bearing from north u (358–558, 58
increments), pressure perturbation amplitude (0.9–1.5hPa,

0.1-hPa increments), and forcing period (30–38min, 1-min

increments). The model that we decided was the best es-

timate of atmospheric observations (not necessarily pro-

ducing the most accurate wave height simulations) had

19ms21 forcing speed, 458 forcing direction, 1-hPa pres-

sure perturbation amplitude, and 36-min forcing period.

The behavior in time for this case is shown in Fig. 5, and

contours of p can be seen in Fig. 6.

c. Best-estimate model

A time series of the atmospheric pressure forcing with

the best-estimate parameters is shown in Fig. 5. The

observed pressure anomaly was 10–60-min bandpass

filtered, removing the long-term synoptic signal and

high-frequency noise. The model and observation tim-

ings were aligned such that the time of modeled high

pressure perturbation coincided with the time of maxi-

mum pressure perturbation observed at Boulogne. At

Le Touquet and Boulogne, the modeled and observed
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timings and pressure amplitudes were well represented.

At Dunkirk, to the northeast, the modeled pressure was

much lower amplitude and out of phase with observa-

tions. Also, at Le Havre the pressure anomaly was

poorly approximated because the convective system

approached from a different angle than was modeled.

However, in the Proudman-resonant region there was

good agreement between the model and the observed

pressures, as well as the calculated velocities of radar-

derived precipitation fields.

From the best-estimate model forcing, the sea surface

height fields (Fig. 6) show that two waves were initially

created by the pressure system. The primary forced wave

grew in the center of the English Channel (Figs. 6a–c).

There was also a coastal wave (dashed box in Figs. 6b,c),

which also grew as it propagated eastward along the

French coastline to similar amplitudes as the directly

forced wave. At Dieppe it was this coastal wave that was

recorded by the tide gauge (Fig. 7), which was followed

by reflections from the French coastline. At Boulogne

the directly forced wave arrived first, which was fol-

lowed by the coastal wave up the French coastline and

reflections from the U.K. coastline. At Le Havre the

first wave to arrive was a directly forced wave un-

derneath the pressure disturbance, and then reflections

arrived later. At Newhaven the first wave to arrive was

freely propagating away from the pressure disturbance.

Reflections were also modeled from the French coast-

line back toward the United Kingdom (Fig. 6d). In fur-

ther analysis of themeteotsunami, different components

of the wave are referred to as free, directly forced,

coastal, and reflected.

Examining the relationship between pressure distur-

bance and water level, the directly forced wave was

proportional to the negative of the pressure gradient

(cf. pressure and sea level disturbance in Fig. 6). This

behavior is predicted by Eq. (4), implying Proudman

resonance. The directly forced wave also grew as it

propagated along the Channel, in depths appropriate for

Proudman resonance (0.9 # Fr # 1.1). Using Eq. (6),

under perfect Proudman resonance, this wave should

have grown by 0.10m between 95 and 155min. The

model simulated 0.08-m wave growth over this time

(0.12–0.20m). The directly forced wave grew within

FIG. 5. Red: modeled pressure anomaly (hPa) for the model U 5 19m s21, u 5 458,
T 5 36min, and pt 5 1 hPa. Blue: 10–60-min bandpass-filtered pressure (hPa). (a) Dunkirk,

(b) Boulogne, (c) Le Touquet, and (d) Le Havre.
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20% of theoretical calculations of wave amplitude, con-

sistent with the predictions of Proudman resonance. This

is the strongest available evidence that this was the am-

plification mechanism for the directly forced wave.

This wave was not damaging, and compared to con-

current wind waves it had a similar wave energy flux

density. When the wave uncoupled from the atmospheric

forcing, the energy flux density of the directly forcedwave

was about 3.4kWm21, which is similar to the energy flux

density of 0.4-m-high, 9-s period wind waves measured at

the Greenwich Lightship Buoy (1.4kWm21). However,

meteotsunamis may be more damaging than this wave

flux density suggests. Long, coherent wave crests mean

that a relatively large total energy flux is available for

focusing. Here, 340MW was available for focusing from

the 100-km crest. Nonetheless, thismeteotsunamiwas not

damaging, and the simulations did not suggest consider-

able wave energy focusing through refraction in the En-

glish Channel.

The coastal wave growth was further investigated

through idealized numerical models, because its growth

mechanism was unclear and Greenspan resonance was

previously discounted through Froude number argu-

ments. In these models the bathymetry was assigned the

previously approximated shallow and steep slopes near

the French coastline, and a moving sinusoidal pressure

forcing was prescribed (Fig. 8). This idealized model

reproduced the coastal wave under baseline slope ap-

proximations (Fig. 8a). First, we changed the gradient of

the steep slope between 0.002 and 0.01, and a coastal

wave with a similar amplitude to the forced wave was

modeled (Figs. 8e,f). The coastal wave was also repro-

duced when the pressure forcing was cut off at y5 6 km,

showing that it was not produced by direct forcing

(Fig. 8b). We then altered the shallow slope section such

that Proudman resonance could not produce a large

forced wave (Fig. 8g). If the coastal wave were directly

forced by the pressure disturbance over the steep slope,

this should not affect the coastal wave amplitude.

However, the coastal wave magnitude also decreased to

the amplitude of the Proudman resonance forced wave.

Therefore, the coastal wave was directly related to the

forced wave generated in the English Channel by

Proudman resonance and appeared to be separate be-

cause it was heavily refracted by the steep slope.

The arrival times and periods for both the coastal

wave and directly forced wave were modeled well at

Dieppe and Boulogne. The modeled arrival time at

FIG. 6.Modeled sea level elevation (colors) at (a) 95, (b) 155, (c) 215 and (d) 315min into the best-estimate simulation.

Froude number contours at 0.9 and 1.1 from unaltered GEBCO bathymetry are shown as thin black lines. The western

open boundary is shown in black. The sea level pressure is shown in black solid (10.5 hPa) and dashed (20.5 hPa) lines.

All panels give interpretation of the modeled sea level elevation, with the coastal wave in a dashed black box in (b) and

(c). The 21-m isobath is shown as a thin white line. Note the color saturates at 10.2 and20.2m.
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Boulogne, 0449 UTC, was only 2min behind the ob-

served arrival time, 0447 UTC (Fig. 7). The arrival time

at Dieppe was more poorly recreated, which was mea-

sured as 0358 UTC and modeled as 0405 UTC, a lag in

the model of 7min. The difference in arrival times be-

tween the waves at Boulogne and Dieppe gave a 5-min

relative difference of modeled arrival times (44min)

compared to observations (49min). The dominant pe-

riod of the modeled wave is approximately 34–39min at

Boulogne and Dieppe, which is approximately 5min

longer than observed. The wave traveled faster in the

model between Dieppe and Boulogne by a few minutes,

and the period of the wave was longer than expected.

The maximum wave heights, given by the maximum

difference between consecutive peaks and troughs, were

simulated to within tens of centimeters. At Boulogne, a

0.70-m wave was observed, compared to the best-estimate

model 0.50-m wave height (29% underestimate). At

Dieppe, a 0.43-mwavewas observed, compared to the best-

estimate model 0.33-m wave height (23% underestimate).

The model did not produce a large wave at Le Havre, but

there were no discernible observations here either.

The model was poorer at representing sea surface el-

evation at Newhaven than at other locations. The best-

estimate model produced a perturbation at Newhaven

due to the initial movement of the convective systemover

the English Channel, which was not discernible in the

observations. Also, the first peak of the reflected wave

at Newhaven was about 30min after the maximum ob-

served peak, and the largest modeled peak was about

60min after the maximum observed peak. However, the

amplitudes of later perturbations were similar to observa-

tions (Fig. 7). We accept the model limitations at New-

haven as the result of forcing simplifications, which did not

include other storms that occurred prior to, and after, the

synthetically modeled convective system (cf. Fig. 3 and

Fig. 6). These other storms could have produced forced

waves (0.06m high) that shoaled up to 0.10–0.14m high at

the Newhaven coastline [Fr’ 0.85,H0 ’ 50m,H1 ’ 1m,

DP ’ 60.75hPa, and h0 52DP/rg(12Fr2)]. Further-

more, the simplicity of the larger convective system

would have affected both the initial free wave and the

initial angles of freely reflected waves at the French

coastline (Vennell 2010). Nonetheless, it is difficult to

FIG. 7. Red:modeled sea surface elevation at tide gauges for themodelU5 19m s21, u5 458,
T 5 36min, and pt 5 1 hPa. Blue: 10–60-min bandpass-filtered observations. (a) Boulogne,

(b) Dieppe, (c) Le Havre, and (d) Newhaven.
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compare the model output with sea surface observations

sampled at 15-min intervals.

d. Atmospheric forcing ensembles

To understand the sensitivities of the predictions of

meteotsunami height and arrival times, we created en-

sembles by varying forcing velocity, amplitude of the

pressure perturbations, and forcing period.

1) FORCING VELOCITY

Model results from forcing speeds at 17, 19, and

21ms21 across angles 358–558 are shown in Fig. 9. The

arrival time difference between the wave arriving in

Boulogne and Dieppe was mostly dependent on the

propagation time of the atmospheric forcing. The av-

erage of the relative differences in arrival times was 53,

42, and 34min at 17, 19, and 21m s21, respectively. The

faster the forcing speed, the smaller the modeled ar-

rival time difference at each location. The relative ar-

rival time of the wave was controlled by the forcing

speed because the directly forced wave was trapped

underneath the forcing. The modeled arrival time dif-

ference between Dieppe and Boulogne was 5min too

short, suggesting that the atmospheric system speed

may have been slower than our best estimate but falls

within error estimates (19 6 2m s21).

FIG. 8. Idealized simulations investigating coastal wave generation mechanism. Colors range from 20.1 to 10.1m.

Black contours are 10.5- and 20.5-hPa pressure anomalies. (a) Base line model. Infinite cross-propagation length,

U 5 17m s21, normal bathymetry b0 5 0:0035, b1 5 0:00037. (b) Pressure cut off in the cross propagation direction

at 6 km (dot–dashed black line). (c) Moving toward the coastline, (d) moving away from coastline, (e) steep slope made

steeper (b0 5 0:01), (f) steep slope made shallower (b0 5 0:002), (g) shallow slope between 6 and 60 km made flat

(b1 5 0), and (h) forcing speed is 18m s21.
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Figure 9 shows that the modeled maximum wave

heights varied with both forcing speeds and angles, but

were mainly dependent on forcing speeds. Across 30

simulations, maximum wave heights at Boulogne were

consistently obtained at 19ms21, with greater than 0.4-m

maximum wave heights averages obtained between 19

and 20ms21. At Boulogne, wave height was relatively

insensitive to forcing angle when the forcing speed was

19ms21, ranging from 0.43 to 0.52m (0.48m6 9.5%); the

largest wave heights were achieved at forcing angles be-

tween 408 and 508 and decreased away from these angles.

Wave height was more sensitive to angle when the speed

was 17ms21, with maximum wave heights between 0.20

and 0.43m (0.32m 6 36%) at Boulogne. Dieppe was

FIG. 9. Sea surface elevation sensitivity to forcing angles and speeds. Model runs at each angle (358–558) are
shown (a),(b) at 17m s21 in purple, (c),(d) at 19m s21 in red, and (e),(f) at 21m s21 in cyan. Themodel results (left)

fromDieppe and (right) fromBoulogne. Each individual colored line in (a)–(f) represents an individual simulation

at a specific forcing speed and angle. The solid black line is themean across individual models, and the dashed black

lines are one standard deviation from the mean. (g),(h) Comparison of the averages and standard deviations from

17, 19, and 21m s21 at Dieppe and Boulogne in respective colors. (i),(j) Comparison of the averages from each

speed with the bandpass-filtered observations in gray. In (i) and (j), simulation timings and observation timings are

alignedwith respect to the average ofU5 19m s21 simulations. Note the change in scale and time shift in (i) and (j).
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more sensitive to forcing angle than Boulogne, with

maximum wave heights between 0.19 and 0.48m (0.346
44%) at 19ms21 and 0.29 and 0.59m (0.44m 6 34%)

at 17ms21. At Dieppe wave heights were largest at 558
and decreased with more northward forcing angles.

The wave height at Dieppe decreased as the forcing

moved faster and more northward (Fig. 9). Again, ide-

alized models showed wave height sensitivity to forcing

velocity; forcings moving toward the coastline produced

larger waves (Fig. 8c) and forcings moving away from

the coastline produced smaller waves (Fig. 8d). Also,

because the Proudman resonant region was further from

the coastline for faster forcings, smaller wave heights

should be expected (Fig. 8h).

Our sensitivity analysis in the English Channel also

revealed that a forcing speed between 18 and 19ms21

would have improved arrival times, without degrading

wave heights, at Boulogne and Dieppe (Figs. 9i,j). The

cause of arrival time error was probably because the at-

mospheric forcing velocity was treated as a constant ve-

locity, whereas observations showed more complicated

system movement (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the accuracy of

modeled arrival times, period, and wave height give confi-

dence that the convective system moved at Proudman res-

onant velocity and produced the observed meteotsunami.

2) PRESSURE PERTURBATION AMPLITUDE

Increasing the pressure perturbation amplitude in-

creased the maximum wave height. A 0.9-hPa forcing

produced a 0.45-m wave at Boulogne, and using a 1.5-hPa

forcing produced a 0.74-mwave (Figs. 10c,d). AtDieppe, a

0.9-hPa forcing produced a 0.30-m wave, and a 1.5-hPa

forcing produced a 0.49-m wave. Linear regression of the

maximum wave heights at Boulogne and Dieppe from

0.9–1.5-hPa forcings, revealed a strongly linear relationship

between pressure amplitude and maximum wave height.

This linear relationship is a well-known result.

3) FORCING PERIOD

Changing the forcing period created more compli-

cated resultant behavior in the modeled meteotsunami

than altering the amplitude of the forcing (Figs. 10e,f).

FIG. 10. Sea surface elevation sensitivity towind, amplitude, and period. (left)Dieppe and (right) Boulogne. (a),(b) The

10ms21 wind component on (solid line) and off (dashed) where U 5 19ms21, u 5 458, T 5 36min, and pt 5 1hPa.

(c),(d) Varying pt between 0.9 (blue), 1.2 (red), and 1.5 hPa (cyan), where U 5 19ms21, u 5 458, and T 5 36 mins.

(e),(f) Varying T between 30 (blue), 34 (red), and 38min (cyan), whereU5 19ms21, u 5 458, and pt 5 1hPa. Note the

change in y-axis scale for (c) and (d).
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There was some expected behavior in the absence of

seiching. A longer period forcing generated a propor-

tionally longer period meteotsunami, and all models

with 30–38-min period forcings agreed with the shape of

the meteotsunami waveform at Dieppe. However, at

Boulogne, the modeled meteotsunami maximum wave

heights behaved unpredictably after the first trough. Fur-

thermore, the largest modeled wave was from the shortest

period forcing at Boulogne, whereas at Dieppe the largest

modeled wave was from the longest period forcing.

This sensitivity was from wave superposition of the di-

rect forced wave at Boulogne and the coastal wave trav-

eling up the coastline from Dieppe. From these results,

hazard assessments should use various forcing periods.

e. Wind

When including wind, the 10-m wind velocity was mod-

eled as two 10ms21 amplitude half-sinusoids with the same

period as the pressure disturbance. The two wind maxima

were aligned with where the pressure disturbance was

0hPa, between the simulated mesohigh and mesolows,

representing observations at Le Touquet (Fig. 4). The wind

vector field, which moved at the same velocity as p, was

prescribed:

U
10
5U

10
cosx î1U

10
sinx ĵ , (12)

where x5 458 (northeastward 10-m winds), î and ĵ were

unit vectors in the eastward and northward directions,

respectively, and

U
10
5

� ����A tanhc1 1

2
sinf

���� , if 2p#f#p ;

0:01, otherwise,

(13)

where A was 10m s21, and all other variables were the

same as for the pressure forcing.

The model locations corresponding to tide gauges at

Boulogne and Dieppe showed that wind changed the

resultant maximum sea surface height by a few centi-

meters (Figs. 10a,b). The first peak of the wave increased

at Boulogne from 0.24 to 0.27m (113%). At Dieppe a

similar increase is seen in the first peak, increasing from

0.14 to 0.17m (121%). This was a 16% average increase

in first peaks. The second wave peak was reduced by the

wind by similar magnitudes; at Dieppe, the secondary

peak decreased from 0.15 to 0.14m (26.7%). Overall,

the wind forcing was secondary to the pressure forcing

for this meteotsunami.

The contribution from wind here was small compared

to meteotsunamis generated by similar convective sys-

tems in the Great Lakes. Wind stress contribution can be

large because of shallow water depths (Anderson et al.

2015), strong winds (Bechle and Wu 2014), or a combi-

nation of both factors (�Sepić andRabinovich 2014). Even

with similar atmospheric forcings, wind stress and pres-

sure disturbances may contribute different amounts to

wave height between different basins owing to basin ba-

thymetry and geometry (�Sepić and Rabinovich 2014).

In Lake Erie, wind stress has accounted for up to 59%

of wave heights because of shallow average water depths

(20 m), despite moderate observed wind speeds

(10–15m s21) (Anderson et al. 2015). In LakeMichigan,

wind stress has contributed up to 40%of the wave height

because of high 10-m wind speeds (25ms21), despite

deeper water (75–90m) (Bechle and Wu 2014). Further

analysis for the 23 June 2016 meteotsunami has sug-

gested that if the 10-m wind speeds were larger

(25ms21) or the Proudman-resonant water depths were

shallower (20m), wind stress would have contributed

30%–50% of the wave height. The contribution of wind

here was low (16%) because of low 10-m wind speeds

and deep water.

f. Tides

Previous calculations (section 2c) have shown that

tides may have changed the location of Proudman res-

onance through local depth change and currents, which

may have affected propagation speed and wave growth.

Therefore, tides were included using boundary condi-

tions from the TPXO European shelf model. Tide was

spun up from a cold start from 0000 UTC 17 June

2016. A larger mesh with maximum 5-km node spac-

ing extended the previous mesh across the western

English Channel and above the southern North Sea

amphidrome.Maximummodeled currentswere;3ms21

nearCherbourg, and tidal ranges were about 10% smaller

than observations, which were reasonable compared

to other English Channel tidal models (Pingree and

Maddock 1977; Davies 1986). It was not our intention to

develop a precise tidal model, rather to adequately

simulate tides to assess their influence.

Three simulations including tides were run, with high-

pass-filtered sea level results shown in Fig. 11. With the

best-estimate model forcing (U 5 19m s21; pt 5 1 hPa),

the tidal model produced a 0.43-m maximum wave

height at Boulogne, which was 0.07m smaller than the

nontidal model (14% decrease); at Dieppe the tidal

model wave height was 0.15m, which was 0.18m smaller

than the nontidal model (56% decrease). Reducing the

atmospheric forcing speed to 18ms21 and increasing

the pressure perturbation to 1.5 hPa produced a me-

teotsunami that was closer to observations and best-

estimate results. The 18m s21, 1.5-hPa, tidal model

produced a 0.30-mmaximumwave height at Dieppe and
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0.58-m maximum wave height at Boulogne. A model

with U 5 18ms21 and pt 5 1hPa was also run (not

shown), with maximum wave heights of 0.2m at Dieppe

and 0.39m at Boulogne. All tidal simulations produced

small wave heights at Le Havre and Newhaven.

With tides included, the wave height changed at

Dieppe because the Proudman resonant region shifted

away from the coastline. In the numerical model, this

occurred because southwestward tidal currents slowed

the northeastward-propagating meteotsunami by up to

1m s21 (about 5%–6%decrease), and the tidal elevation

lowered water levels by up to 0.5m, reducing the me-

teotsunami wave speed by 0.1ms21 (about 0.5%–0.6%

decrease). Therefore, currents were mainly responsible

for slowing the wave. Combined tidal effects reduced the

shallow-water wave speed by 1.1ms21, meaning that the

Proudman resonant region shifted toward deeper water,

farther from the coast. This partially explains how larger

wave heights at Dieppe were reproduced when the forc-

ing speed was decreased by 1ms21—the Proudman res-

onant region moved nearer the coastline.

However, when forcing speed was decreased, in-

creasing pressure amplitude by 1.5 times was required to

simulate similar wave heights to the best-estimate

model. This may be because of refraction of the wave

due to currents offshore, leading to larger wave heights

toward the center of the basin. The processes acting to

decrease the coastal wave height were more important

than steepening of the wave as it was moved against the

current, leading to an overall decrease in wave height.

These simulations show that tides can change the lo-

cation where Proudman resonance occurs, leading to a

decrease of coastal wave height on the same order of

magnitude as changing the atmospheric forcing parame-

ters. Previous studies suggest that, even in macrotidal re-

gimes, tides only change wave heights in open basins

(i.e., no seiching) by 17% (Choi et al. 2014). This study

shows that, even when tides are near still water level,

tidal currents can considerably change the location of

wave amplification and halve coastal wave heights.

Here, the best-estimate model underpredicted wave

height even without tidal influence. Meteotsunamis are

often difficult to simulate in both synthetic and NWP

models (Anderson et al. 2015), particularly after the first

peak (Choi et al. 2014) and across multiple locations

(Hibiya and Kajiura 1982; Bechle and Wu 2014). Here,

the tide reduced the meteotsunami wave height, de-

creasing the best-estimate wave height accuracy from

77% to 35% at Dieppe and from 71% to 61% at

Boulogne. When the atmospheric forcing was altered

within observational uncertainties, the wave height accu-

racy increased to 70%atDieppe and to 83%at Boulogne,

but the observed wave height was not fully resolved.

These tidal results highlight the importance of accu-

rately interpreting sparse observations, implementing

accurate model forcings, and accounting for observa-

tional uncertainty when modeling meteotsunamis.

4. Conclusions

We have combined observations and numerical

models to show that meteotsunamis are generated in the

English Channel by convective weather systems. We

demonstrate for the first time in an English Channel case

study that atmospheric pressure forcing, Proudman

resonance, and shoaling were key amplification mecha-

nisms. Wind stress was a secondary forcing and in-

creased the first wave peak by 16% on average because

of combined low wind speeds and deep water. Including

tide in our model decreased the coastal wave height by

more than 50%, mostly because tidal currents shifted

the Proudman resonant region away from the coastline

FIG. 11. Sensitivity of the meteotsunami to tides in the model. (a) Boulogne, (b) Dieppe.

Blue: 10–60-min bandpass-filtered observations. Red solid line: forcing model U 5 19m s21,

u5 458,T5 36min, and pt 5 1 hPawithout tides. Red dashed line: atmospheric forcing as in the

red solid line but with tides. Black dash–dotted line: for the model U 5 18m s21, u 5 458,
T 5 36min, and pt 5 1.5 hPa with tides.
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(rather than depth changes affecting the shallow-water

wave propagation speed directly).

The synthetic forcing simplicity may explain differ-

ences between best-estimate model results and observa-

tions. The best-estimate simulated arrival times and wave

period within minutes and captured Proudman reso-

nance, leading to estimates of wave heights accurate to

within tens of centimeters (23%–29% underestimates).

Here, ensembles accounted for this uncertainty, testing

the sensitivity of the meteotsunami height to pressure

perturbation amplitude, forcing velocity and forcing pe-

riod. Nevertheless, considerable changes were found in

wave height when testing sensitivity to each parameter.

Wave height was linearly proportional to pressure am-

plitude,which is awell-known result. Forcing velocity and

forcing period produced more complex changes in final

wave height. Varying forcing speed between 17 and

19m s21 and forcing direction between 358 and 558
changed wave heights between 0.19 and 0.59m at Dieppe

and between 0.20 and 0.52m at Boulogne, by changing

where wave amplification occurred through Proudman

resonance. Changes in forcing period resulted in complex

wave behavior after the primary peak, due to superposi-

tion of different components of the meteotsunami. We

recommend that future studies use an ensemble approach

including tides, and varying forcing period and forcing

velocity.

This study has also shown, through models covering

observational uncertainty, that cross correlation of radar-

derived precipitation is accurate enough to estimate

atmospheric forcing velocity. Advantages of the cross-

correlationmethod are that interpretations of gust fronts

are not needed, estimates of velocity error are obtained,

and the forcing velocity is calculated over water. It is also

possible to calculate in near–real time in the United

Kingdom—given radar measurements every 5min. To

obtain accurate results from precipitation cross corre-

lation in convective systems, the effects of individual cell

motion should be minimized by using longer time steps

and rain-rate thresholds. Once these sources of error are

addressed, cross correlation of radar data is an accurate,

simple method to calculate atmospheric system velocity.

Although atmospheric observations have both high

temporal and spatial resolution, oceanographic obser-

vations could be improved with higher-frequency ob-

servations at tide gauges. Tide gauges in the United

Kingdom and elsewhere use long averaging periods to

improve the accuracy of data for long-term sea level

studies. However, this hinders an improved understand-

ing of potentially hazardous meteotsunamis where a

shorter averaging period is recommended. It is also

unclear how sea level rise will affect future meteotsu-

nami hazard. A small increase in the average sea level

could decrease the return period of 1 in 100 year storm

surges by 25–40-fold (Wahl 2017). If meteotsunamis also

become more frequent (for example from increased

convective activity in a warmer atmosphere), the ability

to observe them will be fundamental to coastal pro-

tection. High-frequency radar tide gauges could be a

solution; they are capable of measuring water level at

1-min intervals and are relatively cheap and easy to

maintain (Woodworth and Smith 2003).

We have demonstrated that convective system-

generated meteotsunamis can be simulated using sim-

ple synthetic models. This could lead to potentially

useful hazard warning systems for northwestern Euro-

pean seas, as has been conducted in the Adriatic (�Sepić

et al. 2015). We have also shown that meteotsunamis

around the United Kingdom can be explained using

dynamical arguments, and we have accurately simulated

an observed meteotsunami by using sufficiently sampled

pressure, wind, and radar data.
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